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Dandeli is located in the northern part of Karnataka in South India; nestled amidst the serene
Western Ghats. It is significant for its wildlife sanctuary, eco-tourism, industrial location, and
educational centers. The place is well connected by roads, rail, and air. Public transport is available
from Bangalore and Goa; the nearest airports being at Belgaum, Hubli, and Goa. The nearby
passenger railway stations are Londa, Hubli, Dharwad, and Alnavar.

Dandeli ResortsDandeli serves as one of the main assets to the state of Karnataka as it is a major
tourist spot for nature lovers. Due to the exotic wildlife sanctuary, the influx of tourism is vast. This is
why the government has made arrangements for you to experience Mother Nature, the adventure of
the wild, as well as the thrill and excitement of river rafting at Dandeli. There are also many beautiful
picnic spots near Dandeli that not only attracts tourists, but also local residents for a family day-out
like the Syntheri rocks, Sangam, Donawala Falls near Joida, and The Back Waters amongst others.

Due to the presence of the famed wildlife sanctuary, the place attracts a wide variety of tourists;
hence in Dandeli, resorts are growing up rapidly along with other facilities. Hotels in Dandeli are also
coming up to speed to meet modern tourism needs. The local paper mill has its own shopping
complex, theatre, clubhouse, restaurant, playground, and quarters that are meant for its employees,
and used by all. The place attracts tourists from India and also from abroad due to its natural beauty
and ancient tribal cultural extravaganza. A unique feature of the place is that it is one of the few
spots on the world where river rafting can be done even in the peak summer period from March to
June.

Hotels in Dandeli also offer a huge number of activities for the tourists in the wildlife sanctuary like a
jungle safari or bird watching tour. Repelling, Jungle Trekking, Moon light coracle ride and such
adventurous activities are also abound. A jacuzzi bath in the Kali river, island visits, fishing, Tribal
village visits and White Water river rafting at Dandeli are also integral parts of the tour. Apart from
these, Dandeli resorts provide sightseeing opportunities to nearby tourist spots like the exquisite
Kavala Caves, the picturesque Syntheri Rocks Sykes Point, Ulvi Temple, and the breathtaking Supa
Dam. Local guides and other tour operators are also available for customized and exclusive guided
tours across the place.
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Indian Adventures - About Author:
If you are planning for a vacation to a place where you can always expect the best in wildlife
adventure, go for online reservation of a hotels in Dandeli. At Indian Adventures, we arrange for
every bit of your vacation, from excellent and hospitable accommodation, to the wildly adventurous
river rafting at Dandeli.
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